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T h e L
Down We Might St
e g a c y o f R o s a
How many times have youheard or ever made ref-erence to the phrase. "I
Ain't movin' to the back of the
bus for nobody?" Are these
words that you've just learned to
accept as some colloquial
expression from your forgotten
past, or do you really understand
the idea of the original context
from which this language relates
to a history which gives it gen-
uine meaning?
There was a once a lady of quiet
strength and courage by the
name of Rosa Parks. On 24
October 2005, at the age of 92
years old, she died at her home
in Detroit, Michigan. She was a
black seamstress who 50 years
ago, on December 1, 1955,
refused to relinquish her seat to a
white man on a city bus in
Montgomery, Alabama.
Despite the growing irritation of
a white bus driver who was used
to wheeling a sense of control,
especially amongst the previous-
ly disempowercd black riders,
Mrs. Parks kept her seat. She
just sat there remaining miracu-
lously unmoved by the ensuing
' turmoil that surrounded her
being. She would not budge, but
instead gave herself permission
to be still, a simple and quiet
gesture that alone signaled, no
more, to a nation that had
become too complacent and
accepting in their inhuman atti-
tudes and behaviors toward peo-
ple, which some considered,
inferior to them. But, it was her
unspoken outrage that gave
thunderous demonstration to the
personal knowledge of her own
self-worth that ultimately forced
these United States to surrender
itself to an embarrassing public
self-examination of the very
ideals upon which mis country
was built.
This audacious, yet. timely stand
of defiance led to what many of
us know as the Montgomery bus
boycotts. It was this definitive
moment in America's history
that, after years of abuse, cata-
pulted Black people to effective-
ly organize their fight for fair
and equal treatment as American
citizens. As Eldridge Cleaver,
author of Soul on Ice noted in
reference to that cold day,
"Somewhere in the universe, a
gear in the machinery shifted."
It was from that day forward that
the phrase, "back of the bus"
became the official and intended
cry for combating racial discrim-
ination.
Like the tenor of the times that
infected the same air that wit-
nessed the death of Emmett Till,
a 14 year old Black boy from





P a r k s
dcred in Money, Mississippi,
Mrs. Parks' native state of
Alabama hosted the same segre-
gationist laws. She, like so
many African-Americans in the
South, grew up in a community
that that out of necessity had to
adapt to the byzantine rules and
codified laws, better known as
tradition that combined to per-
petuate the inferiority status of
Blacks as something less than
human. The very thought that a
Black person would dare have
the audacity to challenge the
successful functioning of such a
social order was unthinkable.
Still, as is most common with
our manmade heroes and histor-
ical icons, a growing mythologi-
cal stature began to blur the
truth, thus, creating a more
romanticized Rosa Parks in
opposition to the real human
being who actually existed.
Dubbed the mother of the mod-
ern civil rights movement, it has
long been assumed that it was
her single act of defiance that
directly led to the 381 days of
the Montgomery bus boycotts.
However, Dr. Martin Luther
King in his 1958 book, Stride
Toward Freedom, wrote that
"Mrs. Parks's arrest was the pre-
cipitating factor rather than the
cause of the protest. The true
cause lay deep in the record of
similar injustices."
Often portrayed as meek, single,
and unschooled about the tactics
of fighting the arduous racism
that so blatantly overwhelmed
our society at the time, nothing
could have been further from the
truth. Rosa Parks didn't just
stumble into a historical
moment, she had a long history
as an activist, coupled with a
dormant feminism that later
blossomed. First of all, she pre-
ferred to be addressed as 'Mrs.'
Rosa Parks. She and her hus-
band Raymond, who she mar-
ried in 1932, were both active
members in the local chapter of
the NAACP in Alabama begin-
ning as far back as the early
1940's. She was the state organi-
zation's secretary and ran the
youth division of the
Montgomery chapter. Well edu-
cated, she had received her edu-
cation at Miss White's School
for Girls and the Alabama State
Teachers College. By 1946 she
to vote, an
uncommon practice for African-
Americans in the Deep South.
And, the summer before her
infamous arrest, Mrs. Parks
attended the Highlander Folk
School in Monteagle, Tennessee
which was established in 1932
by Myles Horton and Don West
as an educational facility to train
rural and industrial leaders for
social change, including Dr.
Martin Luther King. In the
1950's Highlander created the
Citizenship Schools, a program
later adopted by the Southern
Christian Leadership
Conference.
One of the most enduring tales
connected with her famed legacy
is attributed to her utterance of
the sentiment, "I was just so
tired" as justification for not giv-
ing up her seat. Years later, she
was adamant in denying author-
ship to those exact words by
clarifying in her autobiography,
"I was not tired physically, or no
more tired than I usually was at
the end of a working day. I was
not old, although some people
have an image of me being old
then. 1 was forty-two. No, the
only tired I was, was tired of giv-
ing in." \Vhen Reverend Jesse
Jackson asked her why she did-
n't simply give up her seat on
that winter day, she said "1
thought about Emmett Till and 1
couldn't give in any more."
On August 28th, 1955, only
three months before Mrs.
Parks's arrest, all of Black
America was viscerally affected
by the murder of Emmett Till. I
can not help but imagine that
perhaps Rosa Parks drew some
source of strength from the
example of the late Mrs. Mamie
Till-Mobley. Surely, this fear-
less mother seeking answers and
justice for her son's murder must
have been a source of inspiration
during this stressful time. How
in the world could a mother find
the inner strength to exhibit the
mutilated body of her only child
to the entire world is beyond
human comprehension? As
Keith Bcauchamp said in these
pages earlier, only through
God's grace was she able to sur-
vive.
It was in 1949 that the
unquenchable spirit of Joann
Gibson Robinson, who after
being humiliated on a public bus
in Montgomery, Alabama,
vowed to wait for the right
moment to fight the public trans-
portation system of the state of
Alabama. In 1954, as President
of the Women's Political
Council, she wrote a letter to the
mayor of Montgomery, threaten-
ing to organize a Black boycott
of the city busses because of the
continued abuses of the drivers.
She was to become an important
figure with Dr. King and the
female workers of the
Montgomery Improvement
Association who gave unending
support throughout the 381 day
boycott.
With all due respect to Mrs.
Parks, we need to dispel the
mythology which her name
denotes because it involves
ignoring other crucial history
and efforts made about 1955,
and it completely erases the
name Elizabeth "Lizzie"
Jennings from right here in New
York. On a hot day in July 1854,
Elizabeth Jennings, a 24 year old
African-American school
teacher, boarded a horse-drawn
streetcar. She was on her way to
play the organ at First Colored
Congregational Church. At the
time it was the conductor's dis-
cretion on whether Blacks could
or cold not ride public trans-
portation, and Ms. Jennings was
forcibly removed and thrown
from the car. She sued, with the
help of Culver, Parker & Arthur
law offices. A young attorney
named Chester A. Arthur, the
21st President of the United
States, was her attorney. In 1855
in a landmark decision, a
Brooklyn Court ruled in
Jennings favor. By 1860, the
city's streets and railcars were
desegregated.
As a result of the l imi t ing
aspects of teaching a history
course as a panoramic survey of
events, the average college stu-
dent views and studies his cur-
r icu lum in terms of its high
points. This is greatly under-
stood given the constricts of
time that do not allow further
investigation by either teacher
and/or student. Unfortunately,
this is especially true when it
comes to the modern civi l rights
movement, a chapter in our
nation's history that so clearly
explains so many changes and
opportunities that too many of
our students benefit from, yet.
continue to take for granted.
From the very beginning, there
has been a constant and unher-
alded presence of forgotten
African-American women
throughout the fight for racial
equality and justice whose
names are not remembered. It is
because of their lack of visibility
and anonymity that we need to
rediscover their individual iden-
tities and contributions in order
to acknowledge their efforts in
maintaining a continuous thread
of unrelenting commitment and
work which.has brought about a
way of life that so many of us
enjoy today.
W a n t t o E L P S A V E L I V E S ?
See Page 2
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Help Save Lives:
Give Blood!
Bronx Community College will hold aBLOOD DRIVE Monday, December12, 2005 from 8:30 a.m. - 2 p.m. and
Tuesday, December 13, 2005 from 12 Noon
to 5:30 p.m. at the Roscoe C. Brown Center,
Room 208. Please come and donate blood.
Statistically, 1 out of 3 people will
need blood in their lifetime. That means YOU
or someone VERY CLOSE TO YOU.
As a BCC student, faculty, staff mem-
ber or administrator, you can help fill our com-
munity's needs. Our local area requires 400
pints of blood per day to provide blood to can-
cer patients, accident victims, surgical
patients, or people with Sickle Cell Disease
(SCO), an inherited blood disorder. The blood
you give can save your life, a family member's
life, a friend's life.
The supply chain for these blood
products begins in our community. According
to the New York Blood Center, one pint of
whole blood can be separated into 5 compo-
nents that can each go to help a different per-
son. You can save up to 5 lives with one whole
blood donation!
BE A BONE MARROW DONOR
Debra Isaacs is a blood donor as well
as a bone marrow donor. Why?
"I feel that by making a small sacrifice
1 helped save somebody's life," says Debra
who is a CUNY Office Assistant in BCC's
College Relations Office. "There are many
patients who have blood born cancer like
leukemia which puts them in a life threatening
situation," she adds. The bone marrow of such
patients is deficient, not reproducing enough
frjcxjd cells.
According to the New York Blood
Center, the best chance for matching the blood
of a patient is with blood from a sibling. When
such a match is not available, a solution is to
find an unrelated match through the National
Marrow Donor Program (NMDP). Out of 5.7
million only 15% are represented by the vari-
ous minority communities, African American,
Hispanic, Native American Indian, and Asian.
That's why more bone marrow donors are
needed.
"1 realized it wasn't going to cost me
my life to help save somebody's life," adds
Debra. "1 felt good about helping the match-
ing patient. If I had to do over again, I
would!"
Quote of the Month
Service to others is the
rent you pay for your
room here on earth.
- Muhammad Ali
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S h o w
e l s o f t h e P u t
T o u t e d O n B C C C a m p u s t o
N e w T r a n s p o r t a t i o n P o t e n t i a l
r e
i n N Y C
W ith drivers focused on skyrocketing oilprices and scientists calling for lessatmospheric pol lu t ion , Bronx
Community College's Center for Sustainable
Energy (CSE) spotlighted alternative fuel technolo-
gies at a conference titled, "A Road to Energy
Independence: New York City's Alternat ive
Transportation Future."
"We want people who buy gasoline to understand
that oil is not a renewable resource. There is no
more cheap oil. We need to adapt to less costlier
fuels now before oil goes beyond the public's reach
and the economy becomes stunned like a deer
caught in the headlights of an oncoming car," said
Alfred Cavallo, an energy consultant.
"The supplies of oil are finite and will soon be con-
trolled by a handful of nations," Cavallo stated.
"The invasion of Iraq and control of its supplies
will do little to change that. Nature, not military
might, will soon dictate the ultimate availability of
petroleum."
Paul Lipson, Chief of Staff to Congressman Jose E.
Serrano, said at the conference that, Congressman
Serrano has been talking about how "the Bronx has
proved to be the alarm for New Yorkers when
prices go up. The energy crisis in the 1970s hit us
first and the hardest. The asthma crisis that people
weren't speaking about until now. Congressman
Serrano has been talking about for 10 years. The
solution whole fleet conversions of trucks, buses,
taxis, and vans and the search for cleaner alterna-
tive fuels are issues that we have been presenting
/or years." The Center for Sustainable Energy was
es\.aVA\sY\ed w\tVv a government appropriation spon-
sored by Congressman Jose E. Serrano in 2003.
Bronx Community College President Carolyn G.
Williams welcomed conference attendees like
Father Thomas O'Neil from Newport, Rhode
Island, and retired lawyer John Munzel, who drove
his converted Mercedes-Benz 80 miles from
Riverhead on one pint of diesel and four gallons of
recycled vegetable oil. O'Neil, Munzel, govern-
ment, and industry attendees said they came
because they wanted to know more about sustain-
able alternative fuels.
Dr. Williams told the audience that BCC will estab-
lish an A.A.S. degree in Energy Services
Technology (EST) and a series of continuing edu-
cation certificate courses at the college, the first of
its kind in The City University of New York. Both
the degree and certificate programs will provide
concentrations in Energy Assessment (for auditors
and analysts). Operations and Maintenance (for
building operators/building technicians) Resource
Management (for energy managers and energy cost
analysts) and Alternative Fuel Vehicle Operations
and Maintenance (for alternative fuel vehicle tech-
nicians).
The new courses, made possible by a $900,000
grant from the National Science Foundation, will
provide a learning path for students who will be
working to learn the new technologies as the nation
moves towards a "hydrogen economy." Some 12
students from Alfred E. Smith High School's
Automotive Mechanics Class also attended the con-
ference.
According to Dr. Michael MacCracken, Chief
Scientist for the Washington, D.C.-based Climate
Institute and keynote speaker at the Conference,
Converted 1987 Diesel Mercedes-Ben: now runs on recycled vegetable oil. The car was driven NO
miles from Riverhead, Long Island to BCC hv retired lawver Jim Munzel. The car used one pint of
diesel and four gallons oj recycled vegetable oil.
even if oil were in abundant supply, its continued
combustion by vehicles and other technologies are
wreaking havoc on the environment. "An
astronomer on some remote planet would be
amazed at what is happening, and how rapidly.
Quite clearly, the natural course of Earth's evolu-
tion is being affected, and the consequences will be
profound."
Utilizing a presentation of charts, graphs and statis-
tics. Dr. MacCracken stated that carbon is causing
the planet to warm which is changing weather pat-
terns and causing sea levels to rise on the planet and
increasing the number of intense (Category 3 &
higher) hurricanes in the North American hemi-
sphere.
He explained that burning coal, oil, and natural gas
releases carbon to the atmosphere, intensifying the
Earth's Greenhouse effects, trapping heat in the
atmosphere and causing global warming. The
largest total emitter of carbon is the United States.
Per capita emission amounts to six tons of carbon
per year, twice what Europe produces. Each person
in China produces about 1 ton of carbon a year,
while India and other developing countries con-
tribute less than a ton of carbon each.
With the fast growing economies of China, India,
and underdeveloped countries, the competition to
purchase fossil fuels will continue to drive up the
costs of oil and gas, ever depleting resources on the
planet.
The intergovernmental panel on Climate Change
(ITCC), which includes about 150 nations from the
UN, agrees that the periodic climate assessments
show that human activities in burning carbon are
contributing to global warming, stated Dr.
MacCracken.
"There are technologies to get started on the job. A
good analogy," according to Dr. MacCracken, "is
building a retirement account. President Bush's
policy is that we will wait until better technology
and science is more certain. We know from build-
ing retirement accounts you want to start early and
build. We are not just focusing on new technolo-
gies for climate change. We want to improve air
quality, overall efficiency and make the cost of
fuels less expensive and build reliance on domestic
fuels rather imported fuels," Dr. MacCracken stat-
ed.
More than 200 people listened to panel speakers
and looked under the hoods of sixteen alternative
technology vehicles parked in front of Gould
Memorial Library on the BCC campus at West
181st Street & University Avenue at the day-long
conference.
The vehicles included:
• Toyota Prius and Honda Civic GX (hybrids that
runs on gasoline and electricity)
• Hybrid diesel Metropolitan Transportation
Authority (MTA) buses
• Compressed natural gas trucks powered the NYC
Department of Sanitation compactor truck, a NYC
street sweeper and a Manhattan Beer delivery truck
• Keyspan biofuel powered truck
• Mercedes-Benz diesel (1987 300D) converted to
run on vegetable oil
• GEM electric car donated to BCC by the New
York Power Authority
• Lexus Hybrid Synergy 2006 SUV
The Annual Sustainable Energy Pioneers Awards
were given to Simon Bergson, President and CEO
of Manhattan Beer, for retrofitting 20 of its fleet of
delivery trucks to run on Compressed Natural Gas;
The New York Department of Transportation and
its Alternative Fuels Program (AFP) for its leader-
ship in identifying and pursuing alternatives to fos-
sil fuel vehicles. Receiving the award for AFP were
Louis Calcagno, Mark Simon, Susan McSherry and
Michele Braithwaite. Luis Torres, formerly a staff
member in Cong. Jose E. Serrano's office, where as
an attorney, he played a key role in developing
actions and legislation that sought to correct envi-
ronmental injustice in the South Bronx.
The Conference was sponsored by the New York
City Dept. of Transportation, the Port Authority of
New York and New Jersey, Bronx Overall
Economic Development Corporation; Bell Power,
the New York State Energy Research &
Development Authority, Odyne Corporation; NDH
Capital; and Johnson Controls.
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W r iting A c r o s s the Cur ri c u ! u m
C T E
Center for Teaching Excellenceweek is November 15 to 18. Thisyear's focus is "Celebrating
Student Excellence through the
Pedagogies of Engagement," and on
November 15 students from various
departments will present their own works
that have come out of projects incorporat-
ing Writing Across the Curriculum prac-
tices. Students from four different classes
will present work in the lower level of
Colston Hall from 10 a.m. to noon.
Professor Virginia Mishkin's students from
the Radiology Technology Program will
discuss team presentations that they pre-
pared about different pathologies. In addi-
tion to presenting the content of those proj-
ects, students wil l discuss the experiences
they had working as a team and using their
projects to teach each other.
Students from Professor Betsey Hallihan's
Microbiology and Infection Control course
have been studying viruses and reading
W e e k o n C a m p u s
By Erika Troseth
articles in The New York Times about the track. Each student has directed a five-
flu. They will present works that tie their minute short film or video and has supple-
biology perspective together with issues merited this creative work with director's
such as the avian flu, the swine flu scare of commentary featuring an audio track in
1976, and the availability of flu vaccines. which the director reflects on the process
of filmmaking, problems encountered in
Student Jeanie Romero will present a realizing the initial idea motivating the
paper that she wrote in Professor Vaso film, and cinematic techniques used to
Thomas's course. The title of her paper is make the film or video. The audio tracks,
Interpreting Alice Walker in Terms of the and in at least one case, the films them-
Womanist Perspective. The paper exam- selves were produced by using write-to-
ines Walker's work from a sociological learn techniques that are a staple of WAC
perspective and addresses both fiction and theory and practice. Writing, in these
nonfiction works. films, served less as a finished product
than as a means to clarifying the directors'
Professor Jeffrey Wisotsky, director of the technical and emotional relation to the
Media Technology Program, which is part work they had produced. Viewers present
of the Communication Arts & Sciences on the November 15th screening can
Department at BCC, has organized his expect to be wowed by the some of the
presentation for CTE's Pedagogies of best BCC has to offer by the following
Engagement around student film projects award-winning films: Shamese Mascall's
produced in the spring 2005 section of The Reading Hustler, Felipe Silvestre's
CMS 62: Beginning Film & Video Rendezvous 1.0, and Jamal John's Mr.
Production. Three of his students will pres- Graves.
ent their work, enhanced by an analog
Le £!ub de Frangais Presente:
Festival
Place-: | j Ootiid- f
:,:;i2;rd%\-2 :• Q"0
Donation r $ 1.00 '•
"Les Diner des cons"








Nearly 93'i of ou; students find employment within six months of
g r a d u a t i o n That s b e c a u s e , no mat ter wha t f ield they pu rsue ,
t e c h n o l o g y managemen t o r a v i a t i o n , noth ing s u r p r i s e s t hem
A n y t h i n g they run in to out t he re t h e y ' v e a l ready run inta here.
So p e r h a p s our g r a d u a t e s f i nd e m p l o y m e n t so easi ly b e c a u s e
they s ta r t o f f w i th e x p e r i e n c e
v i s i t w w w v a u g h n . e d u o r c a i 1 1 8 6 6 6 V A U 6 H N
VISIT OUR OPEN HOUSE 11/19/05
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y o u r f u t u r e i s w a i t i n g
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D e t e c t i n g Y o u r P a s s i o n
By Isaac Polanco
Iam always surprised at theamount of people who walk thepath of life without a passion
for anything. They simply do not
know what thrills them. I often
wonder how those people manage
to wake up every morning and face
the world with courage. What is the
purpose of live without a purpose?
Are you simply living to live?
Recently, my English professor
asked his whole class if they knew
what their passion was. I was
shocked to see that no one raised
his or her hands. 1 was the only one
who truly had an idea of what
brings joy to my soul. Don't get me
wrong, have many doubts as to
whether or not a career in the arts is
my true calling. But if I don't fol-
low my intuition I won't get any-
where.
This happens to a lot of college stu-
dents I know. They spend several
years in college without declaring a
major because they simply don't
know what they want to pursue. I
was in the same boat. I find myself
capable of doing many things. I can
probably be successful in any field
I dedicate myself to be in. (except
anything that involves math) But I
have to choose one field. My mom
always said, "El que mucho abarca
poco aprieta" — In trying to grasp
too much you retain very little.
That's why I choose something to
follow even if I am not sure that my
full interest is there. How will I
ever be truly successful at any-
thing? I admire my college profes-
sors. Most of them are teaching us
in the fields they choose because
they saw a true calling on those
fields. It seems to me that many of
them enjoy their subject areas and
enjoy teaching others what they
know. Think about it; they pursue
doctorates and write boring disser-
tations on topics no one else is
interested in. Knowing your true
passion helps build your personna.
It boosts your confidence and self-
steam. If I simply give up on pursu-
ing my passion I won't have any-
thing to live for.
When you don't do what you truly
love it kills you. Oprah once said:
"True happiness comes when you
'do' what you're most passionate
about." Of course it is easy for her
to say that. She has the money to
back it up. But the truth is at the
end is not about the money you
make but about how you feel at the
end of the day. Maybe I am too
much of an idealist but I still want
to believe that money doesn't bring
happiness. It may facilitate a few
things but it doesn't buy it. "The
servant is richer than the king if he
is happy to serve him." Just the
mere fact that he is serving the king
makes him happy.
I recently developed a sense of
pride for attending Bronx
Community College. It took me a
long time to come out with this
feeling. I did not develop the pride
for the school itself but for the stu-
dents who attend this institution.
I've been the witness of people
who face serious challenges to
come to this college and yet they
show their faces everyday. They
strive for an education. They strive
for a better life despite the daily
limitations they encounter. Their
struggle has made me stronger and
encourages me to fight back
against my own restrictions. Let's
face it. We are working-class stu-
dents, and there is a direct correla-
tion between the financial aspect
and the challenges people face. I
know it for myself. After all, my
real social status is a poor-working
class ghetto immigrant from the
Bronx.
There is nothing wrong with this
status. There is obviously some-
thing wrong with not doing any-
thing about it. Despite our work-
ing-class status, our overnight jobs,
our small apartments, our bills to
pay, our kids and families, some of
us are still standing. That in itself is
a reason for pride. There must be
some sort of passion there: to be
able to take on a challenge and face
it no matter what.
So, in fact, you may not be clear as
to what your passion is, but it is
there. Think about that thing that
brings your soul to the skin.
Sometimes it is the little things that
give you the signs. Look for them.
They are there. Lifestyle Makeover
Expert Cheryl Richardson men-
tioned them on Oprah:
Once you 're more connected to
your feelings, you 'II he ready to do
a little exploring to discover the
specific, personal things that best
ignite vour passions. Spend one
week paying close attention to what
excites you, touches you, inspires
you to think in a whole new way, or
even frustrates you. Watch for
clues. Stories in newspapers, pro-
grams on television, or conversa-
tions with friends may give you an
indication of those things that will
lead you to your passions. As you
make new discoveries write about
them in your journal.
For me there is nothing more
thrilling than the fading lights at the
beginning of a performance in a
theater. That's how I found my pas-
sion for the stage. It brings me a
special kind of joy that you too
should experience.
Wireless Connectivity Comes to BCC
The Bronx Community College wireless network is now available for all BCC students, faculty and staff. The goal is to provide a functional wire-
less network to the college community. BCC-WNET is designed to expand services to users with laptops equipped for wireless networking. The
wireless technology breaks the traditional limitations of network access via a physical cable and allows users to perform computing tasks from
wireless enabled locations throughout campus. The mobility and flexibility of wireless networks allows for more efficient and productive work.
Instructors will have the freedom to move about a classroom while still being able to manipulate the classroom computer via a wireless connec-
tion. Any student, faculty or staff member with a BCC network account is eligible to access the BCC-WNET. Students already expose to mobile
technology such as cell phones, and personal digital assistant (PDAs), will welcome the flexibility and mobility that wireless technology brings.















• President's Conference Room
• Library's Classroom
WIRELESS COVERAGE MAP
For more information on how to log-in for wireless connectivity, BCC wireless policy, log-in standards and instructions refer to the "Wireless
Connectivity" link on the BCC website.
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D e t e c t i n g Y o u r P a s s i o n
By Isaac Polanco
Iam always surprised at theamount of people who walk thepath of life without a passion
for anything. They simply do not
know what thrills them. I often
wonder how those people manage
to wake up every morning and face
the world with courage. What is the
purpose of live without a purpose?
Are you simply living to live?
Recently, my English professor
asked his whole class if they knew
what their passion was. I was
shocked to see that no one raised
his or her hands. I was the only one
who truly had an idea of what
brings joy to my soul. Don't get me
wrong, have many doubts as to
whether or not a career in the arts is
my true calling. But if I don't fol-
low my intuition I won't get any-
where.
This happens to a lot of college stu-
dents I know. They spend several
years in college without declaring a
major because they simply don't
know what they,.want to pursue. I
was in the same boat. I find myself
capable of doing many things. I can
probably be successful in any field
I dedicate myself to be in. (except
anything that involves math) But I
have to choose one field. My mom
always said, "El que mucho abarca
poco aprieta" — In trying to grasp
too much you retain very little.
That's why I choose something to
follow even if I am not sure that my
full interest is there. How will I
ever be truly successful at any-
thing? I admire my college profes-
sors. Most of them are teaching us
in the fields they choose because
they saw a true calling on those
fields. It seems to me that many of
them enjoy their subject areas and
enjoy teaching others what they
know. Think about it; they pursue
doctorates and write boring disser-
tations on topics no one else is
interested in. Knowing your true
passion helps build your personna.
It boosts your confidence and self-
steam. If I simply give up on pursu-
ing my passion I won't have any-
thing to live for.
When you don't do what you truly
love it kills you. Oprah once said:
"True happiness comes when you
'do' what you're most passionate
about." Of course it is easy for her
to say that. She has the money to
back it up. But the truth is at the
end is not about the money you
make but about how you feel at the
end of the day. Maybe I am too
much of an idealist but I still want
to believe that money doesn't bring
happiness. It may facilitate a few
things but it doesn't buy it. "The
servant is richer than the king if he
is happy to serve him." Just the
mere fact that he is serving the king
makes him happy.
I recently developed a sense of
pride for attending Bronx
Community College. It took me a
long time to come out with this
feeling. I did not develop the pride
for the school itself but for the stu-
dents who attend this institution.
I've been the witness of people
who face serious challenges to
come to this college and yet they
show their faces everyday. They
strive for an education. They strive
for a better life despite the daily
limitations they encounter. Their
struggle has made me stronger and
encourages me to fight back
against my own restrictions. Let's
face it. We are working-class stu-
dents, and there is a direct correla-
tion between the financial aspect
and the challenges people face. I
know it for myself. After all, my
real social status is a poor-working
class ghetto immigrant from the
Bronx.
There is nothing wrong with this
status. There is obviously some-
thing wrong with not doing any-
thing about it. Despite our work-
ing-class status, our overnight jobs,
our small apartments, our bills to
pay, our kids and families, some of
us are still standing. That in itself is
a reason for pride. There must be
some sort of passion there: to be
able to take on a challenge and face
it no matter what.
So, in fact, you may not be clear as
to what your passion is, but it is
there. Think about that thing that
brings your soul to the skin.
Sometimes it is the little things that
give you the signs. Look for them.
They are there. Lifestyle Makeover
Expert Cheryl Richardson men-
tioned them on Oprah:
Once you 're more connected to
your feelings, you 'II be ready to do
a little exploring to discover the
specific, personal things that best
ignite your passions. Spend one
week paying close attention to what
excites you, touches you, inspires
you to think in a whole new way, or
even frustrates you. Watch for
clues. Stories in newspapers, pro-
grams on television, or conversa-
tions with friends may give you an
indication of those things that will
lead you to your passions. As you
make new discoveries write about
them in your journal.
For me there is nothing more
thrilling than the fading lights at the
beginning of a performance in a
theater. That's how I found my pas-
sion for the stage. It brings me a
special kind of joy that you too
should experience.
Wireless Connectivity Comes to BCC
The Bronx Community College wireless network is now available for all BCC students, faculty and staff. The goal is to provide a functional wire-
less network to the college community. BCC-WNET is designed to expand services to users with laptops equipped for wireless networking. The
wireless technology breaks the traditional limitations of network access via a physical cable and allows users to perform computing tasks from
wireless enabled locations throughout campus. The mobility and flexibility of wireless networks allows for more efficient and productive work.
Instructors will have the freedom to move about a classroom while still being able to manipulate the classroom computer via a wireless connec-
tion. Any student, faculty or staff member with a BCC network account is eligible to access the BCC-WNET. Students already expose to mobile
technology such as cell phones, and personal digital assistant (PDAs), will welcome the flexibility and mobility that wireless technology brings.
Colston Hall
Community Hall










• President's Conference Room
• Library's Classroom
WIRELESS COVERAGE MAP
For more information on how to log-in for wireless connectivity, BCC wireless policy, log-in standards and instructions refer to the "Wireless
Connectivity" link on the BCC website.
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Are You Just Having a Bad Week?
Or Could The Symptoms Be Signs of
E P R E S S I O
By Maryam Abdul -A leem
After participating in a six-week intensivereading and writing program at a residentialcollege this summer, I came back home to
the reality of living in the inner-city neighborhood
and fell into a depressed state.
While at Vassar, my fellow roommates would often
say, as we neared our departure date, that once they
got home and back into their community colleges
and daily grinds and hustles, they would be
depressed. I would often question why? I under-
stood that for most of us it was the first time that we
had the chance to experience life on a residential
campus with its benefits of a beautiful scenario and
the absence of "urban hassles." But, for the most
part, I did not grasp what the students were prepar-
ing themselves for once they returned home. Once
home, the first few days I enjoyed sleeping late and
watching television — two things that the students
and I fantasized about while at Vassar. After a week
passed by, however, I finally understood what the
students had prophesized about because it was sud-
denly before me.
I began to resent - more so than before — the end-
less police car sirens that fluttered by my eardrums,
the wasted hours that rolled by, the tall buildings and
homelessness on the streets, and the agitated glares
of my generational peers. I left Vassar full of energy
and ready to save the world with whatever small
part I saw myself engaged in; however, after a week
of being "back in. the hood," to my surprise, all this
dissipated. I knew that school was coming up soon
but, instead of being overly excited while shopping
for crisp five-star notebooks and new pens and high-
lighters, I found myself pessimistically philosophiz-
ing about how awful the world was and how things
would never change.
I began to think about the countless unheard cases of
college students, who, for some reason or another,
don't shake the temporal feelings of hopelessness as
fast as others, as well as the many faces I passed by
in life who feel the same on a regular basis. I won-
dered if they categorized themselves as being
depressed or if they dismissed their change of habit
and outlook as not that serious. I wanted to know
what distinguishes a person from being depressed
and just having a bad week? What is the true defi-
nition of depression, what causes depression, and
how one can return to some sense of normality after
a state of dejection and a half-empty mentality?
Depression is the accumulation of a number of
symptoms such as lack of energy, feelings of exhil-
aration, loss of appetite, over indulgence in food,
decreased sexuality, increased sexuality, feelings of
inadequacy, lack of concentration, grandiose think-
ing, agitated and hostile feelings, outburst of anger
and physical pains along with a host of other symp-
toms. Still one ask with all of the characteristics for
a depressed person it seems as through every person
in the world will one time or another experience one
or two or three of the symptoms listed above, how-
ever, depression is specifically explained as the
presence of five or more of these symptoms for
more than two or three weeks especially without a
specific reason.
If a person experiences a great loss in life, such as
death in the family, failing all their classes after
maintaining a 4.0 GPA, getting dumped in a rela-
tionship, or being diagnosed with a serious illness,
then more times than others, symptoms of hopeless-
ness or a drop in self-esteem can be expected. And,
if these emotional feelings last for too long, they can
accelerate into a cause for concern. wardly survive and function in society?
Depression becomes prevalent when a person can-
not pinpoint why they may have trouble getting out
of bed in the morning and lack of interest in things
in which one usually finds pleasure. These symp-
toms become serious when they interfere with daily
living or are "inappropriate and [are] out of propor-
tion to reality" (Focus on Heath by Dale B. Hahn
and Wayne A. Payne).
There are two common types of depression. One is
called "major depressive disorder, in which the per-
son experiences prolonged hopelessness and lethar-
gy until usually rebounding to normality and bipolar
[or manic] depression, in which the person alter-
nates between depression and mania, an overexcit-
ed, hyperactive state" (Exploring Psychology by
David G. Myers). The latter can be better explained
in the scenario of one minute reaching for a good
book that one has been over anxious to sit in a good
corner and read and then, after a few sentences,
throwing the book toward a wall while uttering how
senseless reading is to begin with. On the web site
"Bipolar Disorder?" Kimberly Bailey explains,
"once [manic depression] is triggered and progress-
es, it seems to develop a life of its own." She con-
tinues, saying, "...Something in life set it off."
Some of the factors that set off depression are
"many factors [that] play a role including genetics,
environment, medical conditions, life environment,
life events, and certain thinking patterns that affect a
person's reaction to vent"
( k i d s h e a j l ' t h . o r g / t e e n / y o u r _
mind/mental_health/depression.html). This website
also confirms that "family and social environment
also play a role. For some teens, a negative, stress-
ful, or unhappy family atmosphere can affect their
self-esteem and lead to depression. Social condi-
tions like poverty, homelessness, and community
violence can make it more likely for people to
become depressed."
When a person is depressed the brain chemistry
between neurotransmitters becomes imbalanced.
Certain occurrences happen within the brain
between messenger molecules; "Some studies
hypothesize that a low or high level of a specific
neurotransmitter such as serotonin, norepinephrine,
or dopamine is the cause. Others indicate that an
imbalance of these substances is the problem, that
is, that a specific level of a neurotransmitter is not as
important as its amount in relation to the other neu-
rotransmitters. Still other studies have found evi-
dence that a change in the sensitivity of the recep-
tors on nerve cells may be the issue" ("What Causes
Bipolar Disorder?"). David G. Myers' Exploring
Psychology stresses that the "genes act by directing
events that, down the line, influence behavior."
The biochemical key is the neurotransmitters, those
messenger molecules tkat shuttle signals between
nerve cells. Norepinephrine, a neurotransmitter that
increases arousal and boosts mood, is scarce during
depression and overabundant during mania ... a sec-
ond neurotransmitter, serotonin, is also scarce dur-
ing depression." 11 also states that "the left frontal
lobe, which is active during positive emotions, is
likely to be inactive in depressed states" (Davidson
& others, 2002).
These findings open up another question. What is to
be said about generational gaps, racial populations
and cultural groups that experience feelings of hope-
lessness on a regular basis and still maintain to out-
African Americans and natives of the inner city are
prime examples of what I have proposed above. Dr.
Alvin Poussaint, a professor of psychiatry and asso-
ciate dean at Harvard Medical School, states, "For
African Americans, depression is more than a case
of the 'Blues.'" He continues that "African
Americans see depression as a sign of personal
weakness, not a physical condition ...for instance
they have been in a sense trained to expect hard
times in life - that kind of 'nobody knows the trou-
bles I've seen' type of feelings." He concludes, say-
ing, "I think it's worth considering, whether a lot of
young men in the black community... have the same
type of feelings about themselves as if they were
clinically depressed."
I.thought about all my strong ancestors who during
350 years of slavery must have been depressed
every single day of their lives but yet still had to
work on the fields, raise their children, live in a con-
stant state of fear and oppression every single day
and, yet, still managed to survive and keep hopes of
a day when they would be physically, if not mental-
ly free, all the while staying strongly God fearing.
Dr. Juanita Brenton, a clinical psychiatrist on the
website mentioned above, stated that "in the past
African Americans too often mistook depression as
simply, 'a case of the blues."
In David G. Myers's text the following quote is
found: "Man never reasons so munch and becomes
so introspective as when he suffers, since he is anx-
ious to get at the cause of his sufferings" (Search for
an Author, 1922).
So what are some natural ways that people can try to
elevate emotional feelings of depression own their
own? One way is to respectfully and consciously
think of all the people who are worse off than one-
self and try to force one's self out of bed, to go out-
side and breath in the crisp air and look at nature, to
force one's self into the shower and let the water be
a therapeutic mechanism, to comb one's hair and
dress up for no apparent reason, to write down the
feelings that one is experiencing, or call someone
and start off the conversation by saying that you just
need to vent some frustrations.
On the web site "Depression in African American
Women," it states, "Regular exercise such as walk-
ing, running, swimming, or other aerobic activity
causes the brain to produce more of the chemicals
that combat depression. Exercise also can make you
look better, which in turn raises self-esteem and
decreases depression. Increasing the amount of
vitamin B3 (niacin), in the diet also has been found
to bring relief from depression. Good dietary
sources of niacin include oily fish such as salmon;
chicken; dry peas and beans; whole grains; and
seeds" are all recommended under the heading "You
Can Make a Difference!" Remember that diamonds
are formed under extreme pressure: BE WELL and
know that after darkness comes light!
It should also be noted that if one is having feelings
of suicide, then that is a serious matter that needs
professional attention. It is not something that can
be taken lightly; seek help with someone you trust
and can confide in.
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AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
Marketing Internship Opportunity
Roles and Responsibilities
• General Marketing Support
• Daily administrative duties for department, as needed. For example, printing out color copies of ads,
faxing, copying, retrieving packages at Security Desk
• Collect Museum ads. Clip, label with publication and date, and file.
• Collect Competitive ads. Review city papers and magazines for other museum and cultural institution
advertising for ideas, trends, similar programming. Clip and file.
• Enter visitor contact information, from visitor surveys and eNotes sign-up forms collected at events like
Starry Nights.
• Museum Materials and Signage
Marketing gets the word out throughout the Museum about our exhibitions (Petra, Exploratorium) and
shows (Space show, IMAX) with stanchion posters, rack card distribution, backlist and banners. We
keep track of what is where with a Word document.
• Keep track of and change stanchion signage when necessary.
• Keep track of and change info kiosk signage when necessary.
• Keep track of and change backlits when necessary. Keep track of and change signage under the
glass when necessary
• Special Projects
• Projects may include researching creative new kinds of promotions that are available, compiling lists
of venues for materials distribution, etc.
Human Resources Matters
• Pay Rate & Scheduling
• $9/hour, maximum 20 hours a week, preferably 5 hours a day/4 days a week.
Contact: Professor Andrew Rowan, 718.289.5314, for referral information.
Join
The Communicator Team!
See your name in print.
Express yourself.
Put your finger on the pulse of BCC.
The Communicator is looking for
Writers, Graphic Designers
and Photographers.
Write about sports, national and international events, campus life,
entertainment, including music, film, plays and art.
Help us design each monthly issue of The Communicator.
Photograph campus life, as well as throughout the city.
Become part of our growing team.
Join The Communicator today! Colston Hall, Room 605
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The following essays were selected as prize winners in the essay contest "Where I Come
From" that was part of International Education Week at BCC, October 31 - November 4, 2005.
The Grand Prize winner was Ailie Turner.
First prizes were awarded to June Debra and Michael Shamciyan.
Honorable Mentions were awarded to Tamara King and Catalina Monroy
" W h e r e I C o m e F r o m "
You are where you come
from. At least that is what peo-
ple believe. Your home shapes
who you are, or, in some cir-
cumstances, who you will
become. My home gave me
survival skills, a sense of
pride, and an edge on my per-
sonality. The Bronx, New
York is my home. I was born
in New York and have lived
here for most of my life. The
"N ew York experience is some-
thing unique in its own right. I
consider myself a strong indi-
vidual who became that way
Ailie Turner
through the experience of liv- Convenience is at its prime in
ing in The Bronx, New York. New York. For example, there
is a store for all your needs on
My home is something like an almost every corner. Trains
international potluck feast, and buses run frequently
There are many cultures to through the night and day to
learn or "eat" from. Walking carry you to your destination
down every street you with ease. At midnight, you
encounter diverse culture. For can find food, entertainment,
instance, the wide variety of and transportation at the drop
restaurants you may choose of a hat. This is why I love my
your meals from daily. The home,
parades throughout the year
also add to the experience of The majority of my family
the diversity of The Bronx. lives in The Bronx. This adds
to the comforts of home.
Figuratively speaking, the
comfort of my home is the
smell of coffee in the morn-
ing, or the ice cream truck
music you hear in the summer.
In addition, I have a home
inside my home that is a sanc-
tuary. My children reside
there, and it is the place to
retreat from the rest of the
world. So this is where I am
from, The Bronx, the Home of
Rap.
June Debra
One rainy day in a small vil-
lage, Triumph, on the first day
of June, I was born to two
wonderful parents, who
named me June Ann. I am one
of five siblings, two brothers
and two sisters, one of whom
is deceased. My husband and I
have been married for sixteen
years and have three beautiful
daughters. I am a Christian
and attend St. Matthew
Lutheran Church, located at
Inwood, Manhattan, in addi-
tion working as an
Administrative Assistant in a
private school. My hobbies
include reading, singing,
cooking, listening to music,
among others. I am a
Guyanese of East Indian
descent and migrated seven
years ago, from Guyana, to
the United States of America.
The word Guyana is an
Amerindian word, which
means "Land of Many
Waters". Prior to its independ-
ence, the country's name was
British Giuana and after gain-
ing independence in 1966 the
name was changed to Guyana.
This country of 83,000 square
miles is located on the conti-
nent of South America and
enjoys a tropical, hot, humid
climate for most of the year.
There are six ethnic groups in
Guyana: the Amerindians,
Europeans, Africans,
Portuguese, East Indians and
Chinese, although, some say
there are seven, "the mixed
group," by inter-marriages
between two ethnics groups.
The population practices three
main religions — Christianity,
Hinduism and Islam. Our offi-
cial language is English due to
the fact that the country was a
British colony prior to inde-
pendence. The world's tallest






In my home country, I was
taught a lot about moral val-
ues, the importance of family
life and to respect the different
cultures and beliefs, which are
all aspects of life, and are very
precious factors to me. It has
made me into the person I am,
and as such, my home,
Guyana, will always be a part
of me, no matter where I am. I
am proud to be a citizen of
Guyana..
About the Authors
June Debra and Michael Shamciyan are students in an English 11 class taught by Professor Hattie-Jo Mullins. Ailie Turner
and Catalina Monroy are students in an English 12 class taught by Professor Elizabeth Smith. Tamara King is a student in an
English 12 class taught by Professor Tsegaye Wodajo.
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My name is Michael
Shamciyan and I am from
Israel. The land has one of the
richest and most ancient cul-
tures in the world and its name
is synonymous with the stories
of the Bible. The place is the
melting pot of all religions:
Judaism, Christianity and
Islam, all living side by side in
Jerusalem and yearning to
solve one of the most ancients
conflicts in human history.
The place that in spite of its
political upheaval has tremen-
dous amounts of beauty and
strength.
The beautiful beaches that
Michael Shamciyan
stretch from the north to the The place that gathers every-
south always give the reassur- body around the tables on hol-
ance that regardless of how idays and sweetens their spir-
challenging life can become, its with joy and happiness,
there's always time to surren-
der to the warmth of the sun
and the whispers of the ocean
with its calming waves, to
remind us that there is always
a greater mystery in life.
Israel, the place that never
hides its spirituality in spite of always catches you by sur-
daily challenges, yet has a prise like a sudden invitation
kind of spirituality that meets to enjoy the small treasures of
the daily reality. The place that life, reminding us not to pass
soldiers travel with their guns another moment to find simple
to their destinations, with the comfort against the horror of
hope that there were more the extremists — that peaceful
roses in the streets than guns, resolution means nothing to
In the morning, the sun rises
with its gratitude to be an
inspiration for another day.
The cobbled stone streets of
Jafa and Tel Aviv filled with
the smell of fresh bakery
them, but a piece of scrap
paper.
The sunsets are also beautiful,
as if the sky closes the day and
grants another wish to the
pedestrians that greet each
other and are thankful for
another peaceful day. In
Jerusalem, as the sun sets on
the west wall, it appears as the
rays of sun descend from a
higher place, collecting all the
prayers that are neatly tucked
in the wall, like E-mails car-
ried to a higher ground to
answer all those prayers; our
prayers for love, personal
quests, and peace.
Tamara King
Can I really define who I am?
Can anyone? I am so many
things; a mother, a wife, a sis-
ter, a best friend, and a student
like any other striving for suc-
cess, but most of all I'm a
Caribbean woman. To say Tin
proud may seem conceited-
and that's not my true nature.
But I must admit that I have a
home, away from home; that I
always long for, where land-
ing on its grounds unceasingly
evokes such pleasure.
Antigua is where I'm from.
Antigua with no rain forests,
rivers or waterfalls, no high-
rise buildings or winding
highways, yet, she stands as
an electrifying woman. There
are no embellishing frills or
elaborate decorations to take
away from .her natural ele-
gance, but her allure is still
irresistible. This extraordinary
appeal has been the basis for
many visitors to her shores
and has aptly maintained her
economy for over 20 years. To
experience the sweet indul-
gence of lazy hot summery
days and cool nights, where
the air is perfumed by the
aroma of lush flowers and
touched with a hint of salti-
ness from the surrounding 365
white sandy beaches is a true
delight.
To us Antiguans, size truly
doesn't matter. Even though
we're a small dot on the map,
we are celebrated as the "gate-
way to the Caribbean". Our
yearly festivals, from the
Antigua Sailing Week, to our
Carnival known as the
"Caribbean's greatest summer
festival," which is filled with
an array of colorful costumes,
beauty pageants, and great
music succeeds at captivating
the interest of many recurring
visitors. Hence, my delight in
saying that Antigua has
become an integral haven to
many visitors as well as a
valuable commercial com-
modity to its people.
I can only admire our fierce
devotion to maintaining our
culture which has in so many
ways defined us and made us
stronger. My love of my coun-
try and my patriotic sense of
duty continually beckons me
back to its shores. Antigua,
that's where I'm from.
Catalina Monroy
I came from a land that is
dressed by its mountains. A
land that is bathed by two
oceans and that holds the start
of the Amazon forest. My
country holds the beauty of
many natural resources and
exports the biggest amount of
coffee. My country possesses
some of the best fauna and
flora found in the world. Its
people are warm and very
family oriented, its food can
make any one fall in love with
the land, and everybody that
visits my country wants to go
back to it.
Despite of all its beauty,
Colombia, in North America,
as well as many other coun-
tries, is only seen as the Drug
Capitol of the World. My
native land, Colombia, is
stained by the acts of a few
bad men that put our reputa-
tion on the floor. That is all
we are categorized as being,
the "drug dealers" or the best
cocaine exporter in the world.
Many times when people ask
me where I am from, and I
reply, "Colombia," they
immediately make a joking
gesture about marijuana or
cocaine. Often they ask me in
a joking way if I sell or do
drugs. All I can think is how
ignorant people here can be.
How mane people see a
German and ask him if he
adores Hitler?
I am proud of being
Colombian. I love my country,
and 1 love the United States as
well. This country has given
me many opportunities that I
would probably have not had
on my own. I just hope that
people can learn about
Colombia a little bit more
before they make a judgment
of its people. Just because we
were born there, it does not
mean we are all drug dealers
and that we live in very poor
conditions like many
American films portray us.
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A u t o b i o g r a p h y : My L i f e i n A f g h a n i s t a n
By Nussratullah W. Said
My name is N u s s r a t u l l a h \V. Said and
I \ \ a s born in Kabul , the cap i t a l of
A f g h a n i s t a n , in summer of 19S2.
Afghanis tan is a mountainous country
in Cent ra l .Asia. I t is bordered by I r an
in the west. P a k i s t a n in the south and
east. Tu rkmen i s t an . U /bek i s t an and
T a j i k i s t a n in the north, and C h i n a m
the easternmost part of the c o u n t r y .
I he people ol my c i ty were mos t ly
educated men and \ \omen . and so
\ \ere my family members. My father,
l . a t h i c f Said, was an auto mechanic ,
and my mothe r \ \as a h o u s e w i f e and
hus \ r a i s i ng c h i l d r e n . I have t \ \ o
brothers and four sisters who are now
w i t h my parents and are also going to
school and ge t t ing educated.
We were a middle-class family. My
father had his own business, even
before gett ing married. 1 was raised in
a f ami ly who had love, respect, and
patience. They sent me to a school,
Maktabi I)owa/di Khayer Khana. in
Kabu l . My aunt was the pr inc ipa l of
tha t school. 1 started school when 1
was five years old, even though the
norma l age for s t a r t i n g p r i m a r y
school was seven years. At the end of
my first school year. I got the top
grade of the class. The school sent a
special note of commendation to my
family , earn ing me my father ' s great
lo\ e and support.
The school 1 was at tending was one of
\\-\c V>cs\ scV\oo\s \n \he city and some
<>/" ; ' f . s .sfiu/c'/if.s />ecvinjc v crv si/cc-t-.s.s/ii/
in Hie . The standard of the school was
high and considered equal to the high
standards of teaching in any foreign
country. I s tudied there for l ive years,
r/ien we moved to another pail of the
c i t y and I t ransfer red to the
Dourkhana i h igh school.
When I had jus t started going to that
school, the government of President
Dr. N a g i b u l l a h was o \e r th rown by
I s l a m i c rebels, who were c l a i m i n g
tha t they were lighters agains t the
Russ ians and had the r igh t to t ake
o x e r the g o v e r n m e n t , s ince they con-
sidered t h e e x i s t i n g governmen t as
( omniums!
\ \ hen the I s l a m i c rebels came to
\ f g h a n i s t a n . t h e r e was a t o t a l r e v o l u -
t i o n . 1 v c r v t h m g a n d e v e r y N v s t e m
was changed an t l they burned a l l the
books. When I came to school the day
af t e r the rebels took in er. I saw a lame
p i l e ol b u r n i n g books. They were
c l a i m i n g t h a t those books were non-
I s l a m i c ant l Communis t books. The
school was used by the rebels as then '
quar ters and for s toring then- m i l i t a r y
e q u i p m e n t . I 'hex j u s t destroyed the
system of education. The new govern-
ment sai t l t h a t they would announce
the reopening of schools. It took the
government long to es tabl ish t h e i r
choice system of educat ion. My fa ther
s t i l l kept hope lor me antl my other
brothers ant l sisters to become educat-
ed, and lie had us continue s tudying at
home wi th p r i v a t e teachers and in-
going to pr ivate inst i tutes .
The system was then get t ing worse
and worse dav by day. people were
getting robbed, ki l led for their money
or properly, such as a b i c y c l e , car. or
jewel ry . The unemployment rate w a s
increas ing antl the coun t ry ' s economy
collapsed.
A l L i h a n s of di f ferent par t ies started
f i g h t i n g each o ther and smal l groups
of armed men w i th vehic les were sta-
t ioned at short i n t e r v a l s ant l were ask-
i n g passersbx for t h e i r money and
forcing the residents of the area to
gixv them a certain amount of money
every week. The city had become ter-
r i b l y dangerous, so my father decided
to move with his f ami ly and his busi-
ness from there to Kandahar in the
south .
The south was worse than the capital .
There were even more armed men
demanding money. I st i l l remember
when my father started his business;
the gunmen came to his store and told
him that he would h a v e to pay a cer-
ta in amount of money every week,
say ing that they were there for his
protection. And also tha t he must buy
t h i n g s l i k e clothes for t w e n t y of them
on special religious holidays. My
father had no choice but to agree.
By 1994. another big r e v o l u t i o n hap-
pened. It was declared by some mul-
lahs who became known as the
/; i / ib;m. / / i e members ol" t l i is party
were from a rural part of the country
who never had much education and
d i d n ' t know a n y t h i n g about how to
run the government. They tr ied to
recrui t people to work and tight for
them vo lun ta r i ly . Again, those people
who had guns and were s k i l l f u l rob-
bers joined the Taliban. It took them
six years to bring 90",, of Afghanis tan
under control.
.Afghans were f ight ing .Afghans and
many of them died in the struggle for
power. In those six years under the
Tal iban system. I again started going
to school and graduated from h igh
school.
I he i a l i b a n system was v e r y cruel
and i n h u m a n e . The I a l i b a n s tar ted
b a n n i n g mus ic t h r o u g h o u t t h e coun-
try. I hex were m a k i n g and imposing
harsh rules on the people. We c i v i l i a n s
d i d n ' t know w h a t these rules were
based on and why they exercised such
a hard and cruel regime. All o v e r the
county, the people had been expect ing
i m p r o v e m e n t , but th ings got e v e n
worse and the people rea l ly hated the
I a l i b a n and the i r government . Only
the people who were working wi th the
I a l i b a n had power.
In Nox ember 2001. fo l lowing the
a t tacks on the US on 9, I 1, American
troops started invading Afghanistan
and ox'erthrew the Taliban govern-
ment . Wi th in a month or so. the
Ia l i ban system was total ly destroyed
and the new government, made up of
members of the Northern Al l i ance
with Americans, started ru l ing the
country. The entry of the Northern
Alliance in to Kabul was ve ry t u m u l -
tuous. The new rulers started to look
for I a l i b a n . searching every house
and e v e r y communi ty . They even
started to i n v e s t i g a t e p r i v a t e business-
es and took my fa ther in to custody,
c l a i m i n g tha t s ince he was an auto
mechanic, he would de f in i t e ly know
some mul lahs . .After we didn' t hear
from our fa ther for a month or so. I
wen t back to our store and opened it
because 1 had to support my family.
They then came and detained me also.
They tortured me. and beat me. I sus-
tained some i n j u r i e s to my finger and
my foot, which are st i l l causing me
problems. After f i f t e e n days of being
detained w i t h ve ry l i t t l e bread and
water, my uncle somehow bribed the
guard and took me out of the j a i l and
right away sent me to Pakistan. There
in Pakistan, it took me three months to
come to the U n i t e d States. In
Pakistan, I went to the United States
Embassy and appl ied for asy lum.
Once they approved it, they gave me
the visa and I came to the United
States in 2002. Coming to the Uni ted
States was like a new birth for me. A
new language, new people, a new
nation, and new laws antl regulations.
The first few years were quite disap-
pointing for me. I found a job in a
fast-food restaurant that was owned
by some Afghanis . 1 had to work ve ry
hard there. My average working hours
per week were from 70 to 74 hours,
but some days I w a s w o r k i n g I S hours
a day. The hope of going to school
again was completely gone. I was
working l i k e t h a t for two an t l h a l f
years and w h e n e v e r 1 saw s tuden t s . I
was a lways w i s h i n g to he at school.
.After two years, I met an I ran ian g i r l
w h o became a close fr iend ol mine .
She was in college s t udy ing c r i m i n a l
l a w . She gave me the idea and showed
me how to apply for f i n a n c i a l aid and
con t inue going to school. W h e n I
heart! tha t . I decided t ha t I would
make the imposs ib le poss ib le . I
applied at City University and they
sent me to Bronx C o m m u n i t y
College.
When 1 started, I was ve ry unsure of
myself. But, by the end of the first
semester, I had a 4.0 CiPA. I hen I
reali/cd that 1 could do much more
than 1 had imagined.
The reason for gett ing good grades is
that I l oxe s tudying. In my country, I
saw many d i f f i cu l t i es learning and
get t ing educated and. after I came to
the Uni ted States. I didn ' t touch any
pen. book or paper for t w o - a n d - a - h a l f
years. Now I t h i n k 1 know and appre-
ciate the value of studying more than
ex er.
THE NEW SCHOCi FOR GENERAL STUDIES
INFORMATION SESSION: Friday, November 11 at 2PM
66 West 12th Street, NYC
To RSVP or for more information:
nsadmissions@newschool.edu
212.229.5630
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Transfer Planning and Articulation Agreements
By Hdwin Roman
Mr. Roman i.s the Transfer and Articulation Adviser with the Transfer Center who contributes a tnonthl\
article on transfer-related issues.
Recent issues of the Transfer Center newsletter,
Transfer Talk, have detailed a transfer timeline
that recommends the following:
• 0-12 Credits: Decide if you want to
transfer. Select your degree program.
See a t r ans fe r advisor. Attend Transfer
Dav.
• 24 Credits: Begin scholarship research.
Browse college websites. Attend
Transfer Day
« 30 Credits: Consider options. Visit
college web sites. Contact senior
colleges. Attend Transfer Day.
« 35-45 Credits: See academic advisor
for pre-gradualion audit. CPE exam.
Attend Transfer Day. See a transfer
advisor.
• Final Semester: Send applications.
Apply for graduation. Apply for
financial aid.
On October 27, 2005 an articulation agreement was signed
between BCC and SUNY Maritime that will allow BCC students
who earn an A.S. in Business Administration / Management
Option to continue their studies and earn a B.S. in International
Transportation and Trade.
Pictured from left lo right: BCC Academic Affairs Assistant Dean, Dr.
Nadine I'osner. Chair of the BCC Business and Information Systems
IX'partrmiiil, Or. Rosemary Ouirin: BCC Vice President of Academic
Affairs, Dr. George Sanclic/: Sti.NY Maritime Provost, Dr. William
Gehring.
When students meet wi th a transfer advisor, he / she wil l always encourage the exploration of articulation
agreements. An articulation agreement is an agreement between two schools that allows course
credit at one school to be accepted or transferred and applied toward a degree at another school.
Articulation agreements may be found on the transfer center web site at:
http^^/www.bcc.ctiny.edun'ransferCounseling/.
Many students ask why it is so important to look at articulation agreements. After all. if the agreement
exists shouldn' t the senior college simply accept every course? This is true, but the senior college also
has requirements that students can perhaps fu l f i l l while they are at BCC. An articulation agreement
provides a course of action for students, including an outline of the most appropriate courses to schedule,
to pursue a plan to matriculate at a senior college.
Last month, an articulation agreement was signed with SUNY Maritime (see picture). The agreement
allows BCC students who earn an A.S. in Business Administration / Management Option to continue their
studies and earn a B.S. in International Transportation and Trade. The agreement also recommends
courses that should be taken while students are at BCC. For example, SUNY Maritime requires the
equivalent of BCC's Hconomies 1 1 and 12 for graduation. BCC only requires one of those two courses
for graduation. However, the agreement recommends that students take the second economics course as
part of the i r restricted eleetives--otherwise, they wi l l have to complete that course at SUNY Maritime.
A second reason for exploring articulation agreements i.s to make certain that all of the courses taken at
BCC have exact equivalencies at the senior college. Students will want to minimize the number of
courses that transfer as electives and take courses that wi l l apply to the senior college program.
Articulation agreements detail th i s information. Students are encouraged to use articulation agreements
as planning tools for their future.
For more information on articulation agreements please visit the 'Transfer Center in the Roscoe Brown
Student Center in room 302.
BCC SPEAKER SERIES
Dr. David Magnus, Associate Professor of
Pediatrics at Stanford University and Director of the
Stanford Center for Biomedical Ethics, will speak on
the topic
"Who Owns Life?"
Dr. Magnus' articles have appeared in Science,
Nature, Biotechnology and the British Medical
Journal. He will speak in the Gould Memorial
Library Auditorium on





The Communicator urges students to
respond to articles and editorials
found in this newspaper. We also urge
you speak out on issues that matter to
the college community, as well as
your neighborhood, the city, state,
nation and world-at-large.
The views expressed in published let-
ters are solely those of the writer and
do not necessarily represent the views
of The Communicator.
We reserve the right to shorten any let-
ter submitted due to space considera-
tions.
We reserve the right to refuse publica-
tion to any letter due to space consid-
erations, as well as those letters
deemed inappropriate because of pro-
fane language, non-verification prob-
lems and/or slander.
No letter will be published unless the
author submits his or her name, and
telephone number.






stop you from reaching
your goals in life. By
joining the Army
National Guard, you'll
receive the money you
need to help pay for
college as well as the
skills and training you
need to get the career
you want. If you're
looking to get through
college, with the Army
National Guard, you can!
l-800-GO-GUARD
www. i -80Q-GO~GUARD.com
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S T U Y
Bringing the Experience to Life
This is part 3 of a 4-part series. Parts
1 and 2 appear in the September and
October issues of The Communicator,
respectively.
When we left off, I had traveled through
the towns of Kumasi and Tamale in
Ghana, West Africa. I had visited the
Crocodile Pond in Paga, the former
slave camp at Nania, as well as some
other historical sites and was headed
towards Cape Coast.
As a reminder, this journal is slightly
abridged, unchanged except for the
addition of a few helpful notes and the
opinions expressed are solely mine
unless otherwise noted.
Wednesday, July 6, 2005 - 12:15 PM
I'm writing a bit out of order so I've got
the days a bit mixed up. But, last I was
going to speak about Sunday - we went
to a traditional religious service at the
Black and White Shrine where... Nana
Abass, a great Akan priest is the leader.
People come from all over the world to
consult him and he was a participant in
the 5th year celebration of the
Asantehene where the legendary Golden
Stool is brought out into view. (I spoke
about the Golden Stool and the
Asantehene in the last installment.
Asantehene means "king of Asante" and
The Golden Stool is the symbol of the
Asante kingdom that, legend has it,
During the dancing and drumming, I
think the spirits came into me. I was
sweating quite profusely and tears
poured from my eyes though I wasn't
aware of crying. Very deep indeed. Lets
me know that the spirits move with me
no matter where I am - if the spirits are
being called upon, they find me.
9:35 PM
We have just arrived at the Coconut
Grove Resort - the beach is right behind
and... (This hotel is in Cape Coast,
Ghana and is one of the places where
Will Smith stayed while filming Alt.)
Thursday, July 7, 2005 - 9:20 AM
I was called away from my duty yet
again, but if I outline Tuesday and yes-
terday, I will be all caught up so let me
begin.
to be carried about a quarter-mile from
the well to the bath. The guide, Mr.
Brazil, informed us that approximately
500,000 slaves were sold at the Salaga
market alone. We also got to see some of
the actual shackles and guns used by the
";'8IK!'iiBBifc ijjjjigiil jjajijjj^^
WBBP*' *̂ JPJ8JiP[jlî ^̂ ffi ̂ ^^^ -̂,̂ ^^^P;:;.
Tuesday, we departed from Tamale and
went to Salaga to the former slave mar-
ket and to the baths and wells that the
enslaved people had to bathe in before
being sold. The slaves themselves dug
the wells and we got to see some of the
tools that were actually used during
those times. The bath was little more
than a ditch in the ground and water had
slavers and the buildings they used as
offices. So the path went from the Nania
camp (which I spoke of in the last
installment) to the [wells and baths and
-then] to where we are now, in Cape
Coast. While in Salaga, we also visited a
tree that has been standing since
[before] colonial times and where the
slavers inhumanely discarded our
deceased ancestors without even the
decency to bury them. Mr. Brazil said
that they were often eaten by vultures
and that, ever since that time, no vul-
tures are to be found in Salaga. Upon
leaving Salaga we had a wonderful
experience in getting to ride a barge
across the Volta Lake. (The Volta is the
largest man-made lake in Africa.) The
van we are riding in and all of us got
aboard and took a nice, slow ride across.
Absolutely gorgeous!
descended from heaven in the 17th
Century. It is said to contain the soul or
sunsum of the Asante people and is so
sacred that no one has ever been allowed
to sit on it.)
We participated in group prayer and
then dancing and listening to a sermon. In the former slave market at Salaga
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through Journaling - Part III
When the boat first pulled into port a
SEA of people came pouring off and they
were bringing goods of all kinds. Men,
vvomen and children were all present and
some walked while others jumped
aboard trucks and vans to ride into
Salaga where we had just come from.
When we got to the other side, we drove
about 3 hours to Kumasi and returned to
:he Miklin hotel in Kumasi where we had
stayed before.
Friday, July 8, 2005 - 6:35 PM
3K - almost caught up. The room we're
n tonight has no television so I guess
:here will be ample opportunity to docu-
ment the last few days. So I left off with
:he barge ride on Tuesday, which was
^reat. It started to pour down rain in the
riiddle of the ride that only added to the
nagic for me, although 1 can't say that
all of my fellow travelers felt the same
way...
before, but these Ghanaian pineapples
are the sweetest I've EVER tasted! None
of the tartness that a lot of pineapples in
the states have -just delicious! The man-
goes are pretty tasty as well, and the best
ones are the ones we brought in the
•>o Wednesday was pretty low-key. We
eft the Miklin in Kumasi around 1 PM,
lad lunch in a cute place called JOFEL
•vhere the food was pretty good,
although it took almost an hour for us to
^et it and a few people were getting a lit-
:le testy. I had sliced beef with pineapple
and, I don't know if I mentioned it
mountains near Aburi. Anywho, we ate
and then drove down to Cape Coast -
this was to be the hardest part of the tour
- the visits to the castles and dungeons. It
is still unthinkable that millions and mil-
lions of people were forcibly removed
from the continent and that a good
majority of them were ushered through
doors that I have stood in front of.
Yesterday (Thursday) we visited the
Assin Manso River - this was the last
place that our brethren had to bathe
before being taken to the castles.
Between the previous baths in Salaga
and Assin Manso was approximately 300
miles of walking through the bush, bare-
foot and without adequate food or water
so you can imagine how grateful they
must have been for the bath at the river...
9:00 PM
As I was saying, sadly for many of our
ancestors - or egun in Yoruba - the bath
at Assin Manso was the last they would
ever take, as many did not survive the
dungeons. Dr. C. (the trip coordinator
and leader, chair of the psychology
department at Medgar Evers College)
poured libation of schnapps at the river-
side and we were accompanied by a
By Easter Z. Wood
group of Ghanaians who had come from
Germany and who were related to one of
the chiefs whose name was inscribed on
that wall. (There is a wall at the river
where the names of the chiefs of various
groups who had been known to pass
through the river are inscribed. They are
also constructing a Wall of
Remembrance at the site where people
from throughout the Diaspora can come
and write their names and or the names
of their ancestors and two former slaves,
one from Jamaica and one from the
United States, were exhumed and re-
interred there.)
Saturday, July 9, 2005 - 1:45 PM
I was called away again — I continue...
Before we went down to the river, we
were given a historical lecture about the
area and about the trans-Atlantic slave
trade in general. Assin Manso, aside
from being a bathing river, was also the
greatest - well, "greatest" in the English
sense of "biggest" - slave market in
Ghana. They don't know exactly how
many people were sold at the market, but
they do know that approximately 11.6
million went through the Elmina castle
alone (Elmina was the first of the 45
slave dungeons along the coast of Africa.
It was built by the Portuguese in 1482.
More about that in the next installment)
and most of them probably passed
through Assin Manso or Salaga...
Wednesday, July 13, 2005 - 4:56 PM
Well, my time in this the land of my
ancestors has drawn to a close. Soon, the
"Babylon Jet" as my Rastas call [air-
planes], will whish me away, back to
Babylon. In all honesty, I'm generally
ready to go home after a week or so of
being away, but I'm still not ready to
leave. I will DEFNITELY be back as
soon as I possibly can - I'll have many
friends awaiting my return...
Stay tuned for the last install-
ment in the series in the
December issue of The
Communicator.
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A d v e n t u r e s in I taly
By Cydcharrise Bailey—
In September, my mother and I ventured off on
an exciting trip to Rome. However, the real
adventure started at the Rome Fiumicino airport.
We were in the first planes to arrive at the airport
and everything was different. The currency went
from dollars to euros, the language changed from
English to Italian, and the time zone was six
hours ahead. These things we got accustomed to
quickly.
The "airport challenge" was finding my mother's
luggage. After waiting for the carousel to go
around 20 times, and three other planes arriving,
we reported the luggage lost. They told us that
my mother did not come with luggage. We tried
to explain that no one goes on a vacation for 12
days with no luggage. So, you see where the first
challenge began. Kennedy Airport did not tag the
luggage properly, so there was no luggage
recorded. As a result, no one believed us and
refused to do any investigation. After five hours,
we were forced to move on to the tour of the
Vatican.
The Vatican is a beautiful museum in the middle
of a rundown area. The tour guide spoke in a
deep Italian accent and was very knowledgeable.
There are many tours at the same time so guides
usually hold up a number, or a flag, to be identi-
fied. He took us through the Sistine Chapels. It
had beautiful frescos by Michelangelo. The fres-
cos are divided into eight categories such as the
Creation of Adam, Sermon on the Mount, The
Last Supper, The Original Sin and Banishment
from the Garden of Eden, and The Last
Judgment.
Next, my group went into St. Peter's in Basilica
Square. This is huge open area where the Pope
stands on the balcony while he addresses the peo-
ple in the square. Looking down from above the
284 columns of Bernini's colonnade, and from
the rooftop of St. Peter's itself, are 140 larger-
than-life statues of saints. They are beautiful, but
no one could explain why they stand in pairs.
In the entrance of St. Peter's church, one sculp-
ture that moved me emotionally was the statue
Pieta by Michelangelo which shows Mary,
known as the "Black Madonna" by the Monserrat
people, holding her dead son, Jesus . I was espe-
cially attached to this sculpture because, as a
mother, I know there is no greater love than the
love for your child or the overwhelming feeling
of knowing your child is dead or going to die.
This is a must see the next time you visit Italy.
St. Peter's church is beautiful with real gold built
within the structure. The sculptures are life-size
and detailed. The ceilings are high with designs
of cherub and saints. The basilica's dome,
designed by Michelangelo, is the largest dome in
the world, measuring 42 meters in diameter and
reaching 138 meters high (more than 450 feet).
Many famous artists decorated the interior,
which includes 45 altars. Although it was a six-
hour tour, it is extremely hard to describe every-
thing in a few pages. Naples was the next port.
After two days at sea, we arrived in Naples, Italy.
We faced our second challenge. I call it the
"Naples challenge." Because my mother didn't
have luggage, she borrowed my flip-flops. We
were going to shop and sightsee on our own in
Naples. In some ports, the city is small and a tour
is not needed. Naples' streets are congested, nar-
row and flow hi many directions quickly at one
time. Some streets have stop signs, but it didn't
seem to matter. You have to be careful because
drivers don't stop for pedestrians; you have to get
out of their way. There are street venders every-
where and they have most of the same name
brand stores as New York.
number, and didn't speak Italian.
We went to an emergency room at a hospital. The
hospital looked like a MASH unit from the T.V.
show. It was simple and plain. The doctors
dressed in plain clothes, no lab coats and only
spoke Italian. This was the "emergency chal-
lenge." My challenge was trying to explain the
incidence and give the necessary information to
the doctors. I know what you are thinking?
Translators. There were no translators. The
While crossing the street, my mother's flip-flop
got caught on a low chain approaching the side-
walk. As she lost her balance, her hands were not
fast enough to break her fall. Her full body
weight plummet onto her kneecaps and seconds
later hitting her head on a concrete bench. I bent
down to ask if she was ok. As my mother lifted
her head, blood pour out like a faucet. I ran to get
ice and napkins from a store but he didn't under-
stand me — and I don't speak Italian. How was I
going to communicate? I spoke a combination of
sign language, broken Spanish, and Ebonics.
Only God knows how the storeowner under-
stood.
When I came out the store, there were over 50
Italians stopping traffic and working hard to help
stop the bleeding. You could hear the ambulance
in the background waling like a baby seconds
later. The people of Naples cleared the traffic for
the ambulance, not the police. I never saw any
police officers at all except for getting off the
ship. I felt overwhelmed that everyone was
doing so much. Every single person worked to
help the situation. As the ambulance arrived, peo-
ple cheered. They helped the ambulance atten-
dants load us in the van and hugged us. I was
speechless. I don't even remember saying thank
you. I have to say, "Thank you, Naples," because
I didn't have a phone card, didn't know the ship's
ambulance attendant spoke a little English but
she left for another emergency. I felt lost for a
minute.
Since I practice speaking Spanish with some of
the maintenance crew at Bronx Community
College, I understood 70% of the conversation,
and I think that helped me tremendously.
I clearly understood when the doctor said,
"Gratis, no pague," but I had to ask again,
"Gratis? No pague?" I didn't ask why. I was just
happy that there was no cost. In the end, we made
it back to the boat on time and she was ok.
Did my mother ever get her luggage? Two uni-
formed officers came on ship with the luggage in
hand and apologized.
In summary, although we had some up and
downs, I realized the importance of knowing
another language. I didn't know Italian but I did
know some Spanish. This helped me communi-
cate more clearly. Second, the healthcare system
in other countries seem much faster; they don't
have you waiting all day. Unlike New York, they
make every effort to treat you and get you out.
Most importantly, in an emergency situation with
no visible police, there was no chaos. Italy is def-
initely the place to go.
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ATTENTIO
THERE ARE ONLY 8 WEEKS BEFORE FINALS!
THE C.D. ACADEMIC SUPPORT SERVICES OFFICE
Is offering tutoring, study groups, supplemental instruction sessions and



















Come to LO 408 to register from
9AM - 5PM, Monday through Friday.
The value of a Hofstra
degree lasts a lifetime.






Admissions Cento. Bonon Hull. Stnuh Campus
Transfer to Hofstra University and you instantly join a network of 105,(XX)successful alumni. Attend our special Enrollment Services Day for
transfer students and learn all about Hofsura's 130 undergraduate academic
programs in arts, sciences, business, education, and communication.
You're sure to fine! the program that fits your interests and career goals.
At this event, you can complete both admission and registration, as well as
find out all about financial aid and scholarship opportunities. To reserve your
place, please visit www.hofstra.edu/esd (click on event registration). For further
information, call 1-80O-HOFSTRA, Ext.636 or e-mail admitme@hofslra.edu.
Please bring a copy of transcripts from all schools attended.
HOFSTRA UNIVERSITY.
HtMPSTtAO. NfW YORK WWW.HOfSlRA.lOU
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T H E T R A N S F E R C E N T E R
ROSCOE BROWN STUDENT CENTER • ROOM 302 • 718-289-5933
http: / /www.bcc. cuny.edu/TransferCounseling/
O P E N H O U S E





Baruch College otter undergraduate and
graduate programs through its three schools:
the Zicklin School of Business, the Weissman
School of Arts and Sciences an<l th« S<:hool of
Public Affairs. There will be an hour-long
session with an admissions counselor followed
by a campus tour.
November 1 1, 17, 30, 2005 @ 1pm
55 Lexington Avenue, New York City
William & Anita Newman Vertical
Campus
SCHOOL oi; PUBLIC AFFAIRS
OPEN HOUSE
This event is open to students who would like
to find out more about Baruch's degree pro-
grains in public: affairs and real estate and
metropolitan development. Please call Aliza
Ko/man at 212-802-5923 for more informa-
tion.
November 8, 2005 @ 4:30 PM
151 East 25 Street, New York City




• Meet with faculty
• Learn about the manv
different majors
• lour the campus
November 1 2, 2005 (it; 1 lam
250 Bedford Park Boulevard West, Bronx
Call 1-877-LehmanI to make a reservation
EMPIRE STATE COLLEGE
Empire State College is the SUNY solution tor
working adults. It is a more flexible way to take the
courses you need — wherever, however, whenever.
Information Sessions will be held at
Metropolitan Center
}25 Hudson Street / Fifth Floor
New York City. NY 100H
10/21 11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
1 1/04 1 1:00 a.m. 1:00 p.m.
1 1 / 2 1 5 6:00 p.tn. - 8:00 p.m
BROOKLYNTRANSFER DAY OPEN HOUSE
Attend Transfer Day at Brooklyn College Find out about documentation re-
quired for admission and preliminary transfer evaluation. Please RSVP by calling
(718)951-5001.
November 14, 2005 @ 3PM
Student Union Building - SUBO
Campus Road and East 27th Street, Brooklyn
C O I,1. E G E
COLLEGE OF STATEN ISLAND FALL 2005 OPEN HOUSE
November 12, 2005 @ 11:00 AM
College ol'Staten Island — Center for the Arts (IP)




HUNTER COLLEGE UNDERGRADUATE OPEN HOUSE
November 12, 2005 @ 10am
West Lobby Building
East 68th Street & Lexington Avenue
New York City
JOHN JAY COLLEGE UNDERGRADUATE OPEN HOUSE
Learn about: Admissions, Financial Aid, Academic Majors &
Programs, and Career Opportunities.
November 13th, 2005
11:00 a.m. -3:00pm
899 Tenth Avenue, New York City
Theater (between 58th & 59th Street)
QUEENS COLLEGI- OPEN HOUSE
November 6, 2006 @ 12 Noon
65-30 Kissena Blvd, Flushing NY 1 1 367
Directions: http: / / \v ww,.qt;.,runy.edu/'ahot.it /dire<:1:ion.s.php
CUNY BACCALAUREATE PROGRAM
INFORMATION SESSIONS
Established in 1971, The City University ol New York Baccalaureate, Program
is CUNY's only university-wide individualized bachelor's degree program.
'I'he Program is offered under the auspices of The ("LINY Graduate School and University Cen-
ter. Working one-on-one with CUNY facul ty mentors, students create their own 'areas ol
concentration" (majors), many of which are interdisciplinary.
Please call 212.817.8220 to sign up for the session you wish to attend. You may also sign
up online by sending an e-mail to cunyba'jtf-gc.qjny.edu; be sure to include your name, phone
number and the date of the session you want to attend in the body ol your e-mail. Sessions
begin promptly and are approximately one and a half hours long. If you cannot attend one of
















6 Penny-field Avenue, Throgs Neck, NY




450 Clarkson Avenue, Brooklyn. Call 718-270-
2446 to make a reservation
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R A N S F E R C F N T E R
ARE vou A BCC STUDENT WHO is THINKING ABOUT
STUDYING AT LJEHMAN COLLEGE AFTER GRADUATION?
1*1
YOU WANT TO LEARN ABOUT THE DIFFERENT MAJORS
THAT LEHMAN HAS TO OFFER?
PEER MENTORS
Many oT die Peer Mentors are BCC students
who have graduated ami have aintinuetl their
studies at! ehman College,
Peer Mentors ire available in the Transfer Center to answer an array of questions you
iray haw about Lehman College. They have been trained to discuss 1 fhman's
curriculum and are milling to help vou make the transfer process a lot simxjthtjr.
If ym) are interested in speaking with a Peer Mentor, please visit the Transfer Office in
RBSC 302 or call I -718-289-5933 and ask for Traci PaJmicri.
Fringed. Blunt cut. Long and
layered. Update your Image
— while enjoying the Aveda
Institute New York difference:
Signature treatments that go
above and beyond at relaxed
prices. Cuts are $18. Hair
color and texture start at
$35. All services are
performed by supervised
Aveda Institute students.
Invite style into your life
— call 212-807-1492 ext 2
to schedule your
appointment today.
0 Reasons to transfer
to lona College:
1. Ranked a top northeast college by Princeton Review
2. Named a best northern college by U.S. News & World Report
3. World-class education where faculty know your name
4. Super-successful alumni
5.21 NCAA Division I athletic teams «
6. Top-notch internships
7 Picturesque campus only 25 minutes from NYC
8. Dozens of campus ciubs and activities
9. One of largest Athletics Centers in northeast-opens Jan.'06
10. New state-of-the-art Student Center
Dead I i n e to apply
Wednesday, December 21, 2005
Call I -800-231 -ION A or visit www.iona.edu
for more information
IONA
715 ^Jorth Avenue, New Rochelle, NY
Cdehratitfg wer 200 years of OimiiAM Brctk^rs' Edtu'ftlioH
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Register for English 19: Introduction to Journalism
Spring 2006







Make your voice heard!
Join our class and become a writer for
The Communicator
See Professor Andrew Rowan,
Colston 612 -- 718.289.5314,
for more information.
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Super Crossword
Answers
ARIES (March 21 to April 19) This year, instead of
jumping into the whole holiday prep scene, move in
a little at a time. You'll appreciate the sense of con-
trol you're more likely to enjoy.
TAURUS (April 20 to May 20) The separation
between the Bovine's head and heart is never as far
apart as it seems. Both senses work best when they
come out of logic and honesty.
GEMINI (May 21 to June 20) The best way to keep
those pre-holiday pressures under control is to just
say no to taking on new tasks while you're still trying
to work with a heap of others.
CANCER (June 21 to July 22) News means a
change might be on its way, but what does it hold?
Don't just ask questions; make sure you get answers
you can trust.
LEO (July 23 to August 22) Old friends and new
have one thing in common: Both your longtime and
newly minted pals have much wisdom to impart.
VIRGO (August 23 to September 22) With time
running out, this is a good time for you to show 'em
all what those Virgo super-organizational skills can
do.
LIBRA (September 23 to October 22) Librans and
holidays are made for each other, especially if chil-
dren and animals are going to be part of your joyous
season.
SCORPIO (October 23 to November 21) Time is
getting too short to allow a spat to taint the holiday
season. Restart your relationship and reschedule
holiday fun times.
SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to December 21)
Seeking advice is laudable. You might learn far more
than you thought you could. Stay with it.
CAPRICORN (December 22 to January 19)
Continuing to assess changes works toward your
getting your new project up and ready. Trusted col-
leagues remain ready to help.
AQUARIUS (January 20 to February 18) That new
situation needs a lot of attention, but it's worth it. This
is a very good time for you to involve the arts in what
you do.
PISCES (February 19 to March 20) It might be a
good idea to slow your hectic holiday pace so that
you don't rush past what -- or who - you're hoping to
rush toward.
BORN THIS WEEK: Others pick up on your confi-
dence in yourself, which inspires others to believe in
you and your special gifts.




LEARN WHY YOU SHOULD
TRANSFER TO PACE UNIVERSITY
Simple Transfer Credit Program:
Pace will accept a maximum of 68 credits from accredited two-year colleges.
Outstanding Scholarship Opportunities:
Our prestigious Deans' Scholarship program oilers qualified
students awards up to $9,000 per year Hue to limited funds,
we encourage you to apply as soon as possible
Over 80 Majors In The Following Areas:
• Business • Computer Science • hducation
* Information Systems • Liberal Arts & Sciences • Nursing
Outstanding Cooperative Education Program:
Pace oilers one of the largest, most successful Cooperative Hducation
programs in the New York City metropolitan area. Ltst year over 900
undergraduate students earned income and significant work experience
in corporations, government, and non-profit organization.
Guaranteed Tuition
We guarantee that your tuition will not increase for up to five years,
as long as you remain registered fu l l - t ime .
Learn more
U N I V E R S I T Y
A New York Success Story
For more information, www.pace.edu
or call 1-800-874-PACE ext A13
New York • White Plains • Pleasantville/Briarcliff • Hudson
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W r i t i n g C e n t e r H o u r s f o r F a l l 2 0 0 5
The Writing Center, located on the Lower Level of Philosophy Hall, has the following hours for your convenience.
We have a staff of 12 peer tutors, 8 adjuncts and two lab Technicians to assist all student.
OUR HOURS FOR THE FALL 2005 ARE AS FOLLOWS:
Monday: 9:00am TO 8:00pm
Tuesday: 9:00am TO 9:00pm
Wednesday: 9:00am TO 10:00pm
Thursday: 9:00am TO 8:00pm
Friday: 9:00am TO 2:00pm
We look forward Enthusiastically to serving the needs of our student population
by offering the best in one-on-one instruction in any and all areas of writing across the curriculum, Including




ACT AND CPE PREPARATION
Students can also stop by the writing center for one of our weekly workshops in a variety of subject areas, such
as, writing introductory paragraph, formulating research Questions, and MLA/APA style documentation.
The Writing Center @ Philosophy Hall
Director, Jan Robertson
(718)289-5279
You can speak with Mr. Errol Parker CLT of the Writing Center for technical assistance provided in the writing
lab. He can be reached at (718) 289-5100 X5034.
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Most home cooks don't worry too
much about planning the
Thanksgiving menu. There will be
the usual mashed potatoes, sweet
potatoes, cranberry sauce arid relish.
It's all set — but not in stone. Keep
the traditional, comforting foods,
but give them a slight new twist.
Who knows, they may become your
personal tradition.
NOTE: The following recipes may
be doubled.
AVOCADO CRANBERRY RELISH
2 tablespoons white balsamic
vinegar
I tablespoon honey
I tablespoon olive oil
112 teaspoon salt
112 teaspoon ground white pepper
I cup dried cranberries
1:2 cup I/4-inch cubes orange
and yellow hell peppers
1 i>reen onion, finely chopped
2 large fresh, firm ffass
avocados halved, pitted and
chopped into 114-inch pieces
For vinaigrette: fn .small bowl,
blend vinegar, honey, olive oil, salt
and pepper, set aside.
Place cranberries in separate bowl,
fill with hot water until cranberries
ure covered: let stand 10 minutes.
Drain and squeeze dry in paper
towel. In large bowl, combine vinai-
grette, cranberries, bell peppers and
green onion. Add avocado and gen-





/ pound (3 medium} yellow-
flesh or white potatoes, cut
into 314-inch chunks
I small butternut squash
(about I pound), peeled,
seeded and cut into I-inch
chunks
Salt
3 tablespoons butter, divided
8 to 10 fresh (2 to 3-inch) sage
leaves, stacked and cut
across into 114-inch strips




In 3-quart saucepan, cover pota-
toes and squash with water; add 1
teaspoon salt. Bring to boil over
high heat: reduce heat, cover and
cook until .tender, 12 to 15 minutes.
Meanwhile, add 2 tablespoons butter
and the sage to small skillet or
saucepan over medium heat. Tilting
pan and watching closely, cook
about 3 minutes, until butter foams
and begins to brown: keep warm.
Thoroughly drain potatoes and
squash, return to pan and shake I to
2 minutes over low heat. Roughly
mash with hand masher. leaving
mixture chunky. Over low heal, gen-
tly mix in remaining tablespoon but-
ter and enough milk for consistency
desired. Season with salt and pepper.
Spoon into serving bowl and driz/le
with brown butter and sage. Makes 4
servings (about 4 cups).
SWEET POTATOES & APPLES
WITH PECAN BUTTER
1/3 cup Land O Lakes butter
1/2 cup chopped pecans
2 tablespoons orange juice
1 tablespoon mustard
I tablespoon honey
I teaspoon freshly grated
orange :est
1/4 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon ground red pepper
3 medium if 1/2 pounds)
sweet potatoes, sliced 1/2-
inch
3 small lart cooking apples,
sliced horizontally 1/2-inch,
seeds removed
Heat oven to 375 F. In oven, melt
butter in 13-by-9-inch baking pan. 4
to 6 minutes. Stir in pecans, orange
juice, mustard, honey, orange /,est,
salt and red pepper. Place sweet
potatoes in butter mixture: toss to
coat. Bake .30 to 40 minutes or until
fork tender. Add apples; spoon but-
ter mixture over apples. Continue
baking 15 to 20 minutes or until
apples arc lender. Makes 6 servings.
NOTE: This may be baked the day
before and reheated.
« 2005 Kiny K-nlums S>ncl.. Inc.
R E M I D E R S
BCC is closed
Thursday and Friday November 24th
and 25th in observance of Thanksgiving
Early Registration for Spring 2006






by JoAnna M. Lund
Easy Main Dish
I created this recipe with chicken in
mind, but leftover turkey breast
would work just as well.
CHICKEN POT PIE FETTUCCINE
112 cup chopped onion
I full cup diced cooked chicken
breast
I (10 314-ounce/ can reduced
fat & sodium cream of
chicken soup
3/4 cup shredded reduced-fat
Cheddar cheese
1 (2-ounce) jar chopped
pimiento. undrained
1 (2.5'Ounce) jar sliced
mushrooms, undrained
2 teaspoons dried pars lev
flakes '
1 (8-ounce) can cut carrots,
rinsed and drained
I (8-ounce) can cut green
beans, rinsed and drained
I 112 cups cooked fettuccine,
rinsed and drained
In a large skillet sprayed with but-
ter-flavored cooking spray, saute
• onion and chicken for 5 minutes. Stir
in chicken soup, Cheddar cheese,
undrained pimiento. undrame3 mush-
rooms and parsley flakes. Add car-
rots, green beans and fettuccine. Mix
well to combine. Lower heat and sim-
mer for 6 to 8 minutes or until cheese
melts and mixture is heated through,
stirring occasionally. Makes 4 ( 1 1/4
cup) servings.
• Each serving equals: 269 calories.
7 g fat. 25 g protein, 31 g carb.. 806
me sodium. 4 g fiber: Diabetic
Exchanges: 2 Meat. I 1/2 Vegetable,
1/2 Starch.
Visit Jo Anna's Web site at
www.heatihyexchanges.com or call
toll-free at 1-800-766-8961 for more
information about her "common
folk" healthy recipes.
'6 2005 Kmg Keatiuvs Synd., Inc.
• If you have a lot of bread left over
al Thanksgiving time, freeze il to use
as breadcrumbs in later recipes, or as
croutons. It's never wasted in my
house!" P.D. in Illinois
• "When the big holiday dinners roll
around, I get a small brown handle
bag for each of my guests and put in it
several different sizes of plastic con-
tainers and a few plastic zip-lock bag-
gies. When dinner is over, I invite
them to pack up leftovers (the stuff
they like) and take them home. It
means less for me to store, since I
always make plenty of food. My
guests really enjoy it!'" •— l.L. in
Florida
• "I like to make a big presentation
for holiday meals, so I use sliced fruit,
nuts and fresh herbs for garnishes. I
prepare them ahead of time and store
them in the fridge so I can garnish the
dishes and get them from stove to
table quickly. I have found that if you
use a little lemon juice on apple slices,
they do not discolor, and you can cut
them up ahead of time, too." T.C. in
California
• "If you make one person responsi-
ble for putting prep dishes, pots and
pans in the dishwasher while you are
preparing the bird and side dishes for
the table, you will be halfway done
with the dishes by the time the meal is
over." — M. A. in Washington
• "Kids can have a blast making hol-
iday place mats for the table. It keeps
them out of your hair while you are
cooking and makes them feel like they
are part of the preparations, f just buy
plain paper place mats (or make them
out of construction or poster paper).
Then the kids decorate them with
stickers or markers. I also cover the
kids* table with plain white butcher
paper and stick a big bowl of crayons
in the center of the table. They color
while we are eating dinner, and it
keeps them at the table." C.L. in
Mississippi
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'Heart of the
By Nahshon K. Baum a.k.a. Poeticsoul
"From (Bedroc^to Concrete -waffs
From yfarCem Divers to City IsCand shores
JlCCthat is or was contributed to the rise of the puCsating, cran^the music to up 30, Bac^affey hustlers, fathers hc^up your daughters, daughters
shake what your momma gave ya, New 'Yorkjwouufn't 6e Wew ^orkjwithout the (Bronx.(BomBers, (Boogie down (Bronx. Bfues.
Wow taf(e a due,
Jlndreadze the true majesty Behind
Tne heart of -what is true.
'The (Boogie down (Bronx.it isn't Brand new.
It isn't, 'Madison square garden, time square, twin towers that have not yet fatten, parf^avenues,
VVhat eCse can I tettyou?
'How the (Bronx, was buiit on the Bacf(s of immigrants whose onCy safvation was tiving in stums and ghettos of hard
shores.
1,332,650 occupants inhaBit the (Bronx, concrete shores.
J4na~they came from the decedents ofpeopte who Steed, sweated, and poured heart and sou( into making an incredible Bad situation worf^Because
they had only two options
survive or die.
J%nd Cikg a phoeni^ rising from its ashes
the (Bronx. Became the (Puerto (Rican, (Dominican day parade having, worCd champion 'Yankees residing, throw your hands up in the air and wave
t$em tif(e you just don't care,
Oh yes we engineered the true makings of a house party,
Jfip-'Hop pored from the rooftops of tattered souCs yearning to Be free,
If you need some weed the (Broru^is definitely the pCace to Be,
(Boogie (Down (Bron~\.
J4ndyes it 's true.
It's true that the (Broru^ stiff has a Cong way to go.
(But R^e Before, the (Broru^wiCC stitt Be BuiCt
On the Backs of immigrants with only one difference, this time, the option is not survival or death; it's only seeing how far the (Bronx^can go.
(Because if the (Bronj^can go from nothing to something
Than now it can go from something to a range of endkss possiBifities.
Tne (Boogie down (Brow^ it isn 't Brand new.
It isn 't Central '(Par^ (grants <TomB, 'Tne CathedraC church of St. John the (Divine,
(E(fis Isfand shores.
find there is more I can assure you.
Trom (Baychester to (Eastchester
Vrom BCoc^parties to house parties
From (BeCmont to TieCdston
(prom Orchard Beach shores to Van Cortfand (Parf^
(prom my family engaging in a (Jong Cine of history of coming to the (Bron^and making something out of nothing.
From BeCow average tiving to sub par Civing









JLndno matter when, and no matter where the (Bronjcjuture may £ead
The (Brow^witt stitt continue its steady, unyielding, rhythmic, off beat... Beat
jbndattl and anybody who grew up in the (Bronx. f^e to say ^ • '
(Boogie (Down
(Boogie (Down.
